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Classification Galaxy S vs iPhone 4 
PUI  Galaxy S is superior because it is slim and light with ergonomic shape applied for better grip. 

 iPhone 4, angular shape makes the grip harder and is reduced due to its heft . 
UI  Usability of Galaxy S for SIP purpose is superior due to bigger screen size. Utilization is superior by 

providing more advanced eatures . 
 iPhone4, more features  3G. 

Errors . UX 
GUI  Galaxy S, objects  widget icon

but font size  ensure visibility . 
 iPhone 4, indicator color  other 

but battery information need to be  more. Usability of quick panel is  
and transparency to background visibility and degree of completion. 

enu font size is small t is hard to from wallpaper .  

ID > Usability and practicality are well applied to 
the design. Minimalism is expressed . 
> acking  non-application  
and antenna   
> Regrettable that it looks similar to the  
iPhone . 

> ortified glass and Sus provide high 
quality appearance and there is no gap between 
parts by robotic assembly process. 
> Metal micro-machining process gives 
differentiated details but too heavy and masculine. 
> It has overall high quality in 

, device finish  and etc. 
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Innovative folder interaction in the main menu. 
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Certificate of Translation 

14 May 2012 

I hereby certify that this Korean to English translation of pages 
SAMNDCA11010883 and SAMNDCA11010884 of the document with the 
beginning Bates number SAMNDCA11010883 is an accurate and 
complete rendering of the contents of the source document to the best of 
my knowledge, except for the word “TRANSLATION” at the upper right 
corner of each translated page. I further certify that I am competent in both 
languages and have twenty years of professional experience in Korean to 
English translation. 
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